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1.0 CHAIRMAN’S INTRODUCTION

The IETF has been both blessed and cursed with success. Over the last year and a
half, the group has greatly expanded in size and scope. The combined mailing lists (ietf-
tf@isi.edu and ietf-interest@isi.edu) now contain over 250 names with over a dozen
secondary mail exploders. The IETF has become a focus for a number of very important
Internet efforts (e.g., EGP3, the Host Requirements document, and Network Management
of TCP/IP-based Internets to name only three). Because of the importance and visibility
of its work, the IETF has a responsibility to the whole Internet community.

There are now 17 IETF Working Groups (WGs). Some groups are now concluding
their mission, while others are just getting started. The current groups are:

Working Group Chair

Authentication
CMIP-based Network Management (NETMAN)
Domains
EGP3
InterNICs
Internet Host Requirements
Internet Management Information Base
Landmark Routing
OSI Technical Issues
Open SPF-based IGP
Open Systems Internet Operations Ctr
Open Systems Routing
PDN Routing Group
Performance and Congestion Control
Short-Term Routing
SNMP Extensions
TELNET Linemode

stjohns@sri-nic.arpa
cel@mi tre-b ed for d. arp a
louie@trantor.umd.edu
mgardn er @ alexan der.b b n. co m
feinler@sri-nic.arp a
braden@isi.edu
craig@bbn.com
tsu chiya@g ateway, mitre .org
mrose@twg.com
p etry@tran tor.u md.edu/j moy@p roteon .com
case@utkuxl.utk.edu
hinden@bbn.com
roki@isi.edu
man kin @gateway. mitre .org
h edri ck@arami s.rutgers, edu
mrose@twg.com
dab~’ooliver.cray.com@uc.msc.umn.edu

As originally conceived, WGs were meant to have a clearly defined objective and a
possibly fixed (i.e., short) life span. The groups were meant to be somewhat autonomous,
meeting independently of the quarterly IETF plenary meetings and setting up their own
mailing lists. Several groups have done this. In the interest of progress, WG Chairs
could stipulate that membership to the group was either open or closed. Most
importantly, WGs would promptly report status and progress back to the the full IETF.
For example, this might be done as a written report to the IETF mailing list after each
occasion that the WG meets.

I encourage all groups to follow these guidelines and would particularly emphasize
that each group should keep the full IETF informed of its progress. If a group meets at
an IETF plenary, the group should submit a report to include in the Proceedings for that
meeting (eight of ten groups from the last meeting have submitted reports for these
Proceedings). If a WG meets between IETFs, it is important that a (possibly, brief) 
of meeting notes be submitted to the full IETF list (ietf@isi.edu).



I also encourage WGs to meet between IETF meetings, if that is appropriate. Much
of the work being done is important enough that it should have more activity than four
meetings a year. Again, several groups have already done this and I think this is a good
sign. This would also make the Plenary meetings less hectic and reduce the frustration
when many of the interesting WGs overlap.

To further help with IETF administration, I sent out a request for information from
each working group. This information included such boilerplate info as name and
mailing list, but it also asked for more dynamic info like projected WG lifetime and
status. I have received this information from most of the 17 WGs. This information will
be collected and issued as an IDEA to make the information widely available. The
information will be periodically updated to help in tracking progress.

I would be remiss in this message if I did not also take the opportunity to thank all
those who have contributed so much to the many successful IETF activities over the last
year. There are so many that I won’t try to list them here for fear of leaving someone
out. With their continuing help, I’m not worried about the "curse" of IETF growth.
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3.1} FINAL AGENDA

TUESDAY, March 1

8:30 am
8:45 am

Opening Plenary (Introductions and local arrangements)
Working Group meetings convene

- Open IGP (Perry, UMD/Moy, Proteon)
- Open Systems Routing (Callon, BBN)
- Open Systems Internet Operations Center (Case, RPI)
- Authentication (Schoffstall, RPI)
- Internet Host Requirements (Gross, Mitre/Braden, ISI)
- Short-Term Routing (Hedrick, Rutgers)

5:00 pm Recess

WEDNESDAY, March 2

8:30 am
8:45 am

1:00 pm
3:15 pm
3:45 pm

5:00 pm

Opening Plenary
Working Group meetings convene

- Domains (Mamakos, UMd)
- Performance and Congestion Control (Mankin/Blake, Mitre)
- EGP3 (Lepp, BBN)
- OSI Technical Issues (Rose, TWG)

Detailed Report on the New NSFnet (Braun, UMich/Rekhter, IBM)
Status of the Adopt-a-GW Program (Enger, Contel/Gross, Mitre)
BBN Report (Brescia/Lepp, BBN)

Recess



THURSDAY, March 3

8:30 am

8:45 am

1:00 pm

5:00 pm

Opening Plenary

Working Group Reports and Discussion

- Domain (Mamakos, UMd)
- EGP3 (Lepp, BBN)
- Open Systems Internet Operations Center (McCloghrie, TWG)
- Authentication (Schoffstall, RPI)

Performance and Congestion Control (Blake, Mitre)
- OSI Technical Issues (Rose, WWG/Callon, BBN/nagens, UWisc)
- NetMan (Rose, TWG)
- Short Term Routing (Hedrick, Rutgers)
- Open Routing (Callon, BBN)
- Open IGP (Petry, UMD/Moy, Proteon)
- Host Requirements (Braden, ISI)

Technical Presentations

- Routing IP Datagrams Through X.25 PDNs (Rokitansky, DFVLR)
- Internet Multicast (Deering, Stanford)

TCP Performance Prototyping and Modelling (Jacobson, LBL)
- Cray TCP Performance (Borman, Cray Research)
- DCA Protocol Testing Laboratory (Messing, Unisys)

Adjourn



4.0 MEETING NOTES

4.1 Tuesday, March 1

4.1.1 Working Groups

The first one and a half days were devoted to meetings of the Working Groups.
Reports from these meetings are reproduced in Section 5.

4.2 Wednesday, March 2

After a morning of Working Group meetings, Wednesday afternoon was devoted to
presentations on Internet status. Two of these reports, on NSFnet and BBN activities,
have become regular features of the IETF Plenary.

4.2.1 Report on the New NSFnet: Hans-Werner Braun (UMich), Jakob Rekhter
CraM)

The architecture and design of the new NSFNET backbone have been developed by
MERIT, Inc., MCI, and IBM. Hans-Werner Braun gave an overview of the network and
milestones. Jakob Rekhter’s talk was on technical issues of the backbone nodes.

The structure of the NSFNET starts with a backbone of IP packet switches.
Connected to this backbone are regional networks. The regionals then provide
interconnection to campus-level networks. The new NSFNET backbone will provide a
T1 speed service. Braun gave a functional overview of the backbone. Please see the
MERIT proposal document, "Management and Operation of the NSFNET Backbone
Network" and Braun’s and Rekhter’s presentation slides in Section 6.

The backbone was designed with upward growth in mind. There are "hooks" for
T3, which Braun hopes will come in 1990, though it is not funded now. The backbone
nodes have an open architecture, so that faster switches also can be brought on as they
become feasible.

Network management is part of the backbone design. It is based on IBM Netview
and PC/Netview as the management applications. Information from backbone nodes will
be gathered for the applications by an agent using the interim Internet network
management protocol, SNMP. Input is needed from the Internet community about what
services the NSFNET Network Information Center should provide. It was asked who will
be handling user end-to-end problems. Braun replied that he and Steve Wolff are
interested in what the IETF InterNIC Working Group can come up for the problem of
faulGisolation in a decentralized network. The NSFNET Network Service Center,
located at BBN, which has acted as an ad hoc problem clearing-house, will not be going
away.



The transition to the new backbone has the full cutover scheduled for July, 1988. A
four-node research network with full T1 links was scheduled to begin service in April. In
initial tests, dynamic bandwidth reconfiguration capabilities provided by MCI (including
the ability to create multiple, unconnected subnets) are to be exercised.

It was asked if MERIT knew where to begin to tune the backbone, given so much
flexibility. Braun answered that the reason for the research network was to develop
tuning procedures.

Jakob Rekhter presented the architecture and some protocol engineering aspects of
the backbone’s packet switching nodes, the Nodal Switching Subsystems (NSS). Each
NSS is made up of a number of processors connected by one or more IBM token ring
LANs (two currently). IP packet switching and route processing are done by IBM 
RT’s running a modified version of BSD UNIX 4.3. Each Packet Switching Processor
(PSP) could have a T1 link from MCI’s multiplexor. In response to audience questions,
Rekhter said that the IBM proprietary interface card currently can only push data at a
half T1 speed, but that IBM plans to improve this later. In answer to further questions,
he stated that every token-ring interface in the NSS has its own IP address. However,
passing through an NSS decrements the IP TTL on a datagram only once; the NSS is one
hop.

The Intra-NSS communications are over TCP. A Routing Control Processor (RCP)
communicates with the PSPs in master-to-slave mode, maintaining current routing tables
in each PSP. If the RCP goes down, the PSPs revert to static routing information.
Currently no redundancy is planned. A PSP in each node runs EGP.

An adaptation of the ANSI IS-IS protocol runs between nodes. Rekhter said it is
close to IDEA0005. An discussion of NSFNET routing can be found in two other IETF
working documents (issued after this meeting) IDEA0021, "EGP and Policy Based
Routing in the New NSFNET Backbone" by Jakob Rekhter, and IDEA0022, "The
NSFNET Routing Architecture" by Hans-Werner Braun. The Inter-NSS protocol is
implemented over Level 2 on the trunks. It has some capability for load-splitting in that
it can identify a set of equal-cost paths. Its metric is intended to reflect link speed and
delay. The metric is static; that is, upon bandwidth reconfiguration using the MCI
capabilities, an operator must manually change the metric. It was asked if it will be
possible to monitor the overhead of the routing protocol. Rekhter said that it won’t be,
but that the worst case has been determined.

As far as the interaction between the nodes and the regionals, Rekhter said that
"very simple" policy-based routing would be put in place, starting July 18. Its goals are
to allow no bogus networks, and to protect campus networks from unwanted
representations. The mechanism is the EGP metric. Each campus will select one or
more regionals to represent them to the backbone. The regional which is selected as the
campus’s primary representative will advertise the campus with a metric of 0, the
secondary representative will advertise a metric of 1, and so on. The choices will be done
by the network administrators. The EGP implementation in the backbone will have a
gated-like protection capability, checking that the campus is advertised with low metrics
only by its chosen representatives.



It was asked if any one node was going to have two regionals coming in. Rekhter
said this was possible and that a second EGP-speaking packet switch would be run in
such a node.

As research-oriented issues, Rekhter discussed some congestion control plans for the
NSSs. These plans are influenced by Dave Mills’ experience with preemptive queue
disciplines, and include giving routing protocol datagrams highest priority, issuing soft
ICMP quenches, and dropping first the excess datagrams from hosts to whom the most
quenches have been sent. Audience members urged Rekhter to reconsider using host
preemption since some hosts may legitimately require more capacity than others, but
Rekhter argued that the techniques will discriminate mainly against bad TCP
implementations. Rekhter said further study would be done.

4.2.2 The Adopt-A-Gateway Program: Bob Enger (Contel), Phill Gross (Mitre)

Bob Enger (Contel) gave an overview of the history, motivation, and status of the
"Adopt-A-Gateway" program. He presented convincing data showing both the poor
performance prior to, and the improved performance after, the inception of the program.
Phill Gross (MITRE) showed data from a different source that supported Enger’s
conclusions.

The "adoption" program began at the November IETF meeting in Boulder. During
a presentation in which the continuing plight of the Internet was being discussed, Enger
casually suggested that we might see an improvement if the Core gateways were upgraded
from LSI-11/23 to LSI-11/73 processors. The audience sat in stunned silence over the
naive implication in the suggestion. As we all knew, the length of a typical procurement
cycle would stand in the way of this type of short-term solution. Undeterred by the
facts, Enger suggested that many institutions must surely have surplus 11/73’s sitting
dusty in their spare parts bins. He pointed out that the LSI-11 architecture was no
longer quite state-of-the-art. He suggested that we collect "loaner" boards from willing
foster parents and then contact DCA about getting them installed.

Enger reported that between the November meeting and the March meeting, five of
the six Core EGP servers and one of the Core Mailbridges had been upgraded in this way
to 11/73’s with a full complement of memory. The foster parents are:

¯ BBN

¯ Contel

¯ University of Illinios

¯ Thinking Macines, Inc.

¯ University of Maryland



Enger acknowledged Annette Bauman of DCA for her help in getting the equipment
installed. (Note: following the March IETF, Phil Karn of Bellcore arranged for the loan
of processors and memory to upgrade the remaining EGP server and remaining
Mailbridges.)

Enger had made ’before’ and ’after’ Ping measurements. His data show that the
EGP servers were simply overwhelmed by the well known extra-hop problem. He proved
that the long delays were not in the subnet by making measurements to other hosts on
the same PSN’s as the EGP servers. While the EGP servers showed extraordinarily long
delays, hosts on the same PSN often had much more resonable delays. After the upgrade
to 11/73 (with more memory), these delays were reduced considerably. (See 
presentation slides in Section 6 for his complete set of measurements.)

Gross also showed data that supported Enger conclusions. He had plotted various
data from the weekly BBN Core Gateway Throughput Reports. (See the presentation
slides in Section 6.) He showed that in the weeks prior to the Core gateway upgrades,
the packet drop rate was rising at an alarming pace. This caused the overall traffic
through the system to decline. In the weeks after the upgrade, the drop rate was
significantly reduced and the overall traffic increased. He said his and Enger’s data
showed that the upgrade resulted in "more packets faster"--a double win.

4.2.3 BBN Status Report: Mike Brescia, Marianne (Gardner) Lepp (BBN)

The BBN report at this meeting featured a tour of the BBN gateway system, given
by Mike Brescia, and then a status report on PSN 7, by Marianne Lepp.

Butterfly gateways are gradually replacing the LSI-11’s. The LSI-11 core gateways,
fortified by the processors and memory donated in the Adopt-A-GW Program, are
reaching their upper limit of the table and update sizes. The last kludge in GGP, by
Steve Atlas, will allow 500 networks to peer with the core. The number of networks
peering with the core has been doubling annually, and there is nothing to indicate a
slowing-down now.

The Butterfly Shortest Path First (SPF) routing protocol replaces GGP. The table
limits of the core will be eased and the extra-hop problem will vanish; Marianne Lepp
observed that the traffic on the EGP servers caused by the extra-hop is from 40-80~.
With the new core gateway system, there is still a need for the EGP fixes that have been
specified in EGP 3 (IDEA0009), but tasking for a Butterfly implementation and the
transition to this new version is not in place.

Brescia presented a rough plan for the Butterfly core conversion, in which there
would be parallel Butterfly and LSI-11 mailbridges and EGP servers until testing of the
Butterfly EGP is complete. The start of this conversion has been delayed, and cannot be
precisely scheduled for several reasons, the paperwork about PSN ports being the major
one. Administrators of external gateways (those running EGP) should watch for 
announcement of the new EGP servers and mailbridges in EGP-PEOPLE@BBN.COM.
At that time, they should begin to peer with new servers, but continue to peer with the

10



old ones as well. It was asked if the Autonomous System number of the new core would
remain 0, as there are networking implementations that assume this. Those
implementations should be fixed, because the AS number of the Butterfly core will be 60.

The new End-to-end protocol is the key item in PSN Release 7. Tailored to interact
better with X.25 host interfaces, the new EE has more a efficient acknowledgment policy.
Also important to its performance is the elimination of resource reservations. A higher
level performance change is that it permits multiple PSN connections between host pairs.

In the new EE, messages that arrive when there are no resources for them are
dropped by the destination, and the source retransmits. The blocking to await
reservations that hosts and gateways saw in the old protocol is gone. Lepp presented
new EE performance statistics, from a collection made from 12/5 to 2/14. A new
collection method was used, making the statistics useful for evaluating the function of
the new EE policies, but not for comparing the performance of the new and the old
protocols.

BBN finds that 85~o of traffic in the ARPANET is single-packet messages. In the
old EE, almost all single packets obtained resources without delay, but 38~o of multi-
packet messages had to wait, blocking the host for all traffic until the resource was
available. In the new EE, retransmissions (indicating any failure to obtain resources) are
rare, fewer than 1 in 2500 messages. For those aware of the work on retransmit timers
by Van Jacobson and others, Marianne noted that the new EE retransmit timers are not
dynamic. They are configured during installation.

Other results from the statistics include an increase of about 20~Vo in trunk
utilization. This can be attributed to the new acknowledgment policies.

4.3 Thursday, March 3

Working Groups gave their status reports at Thursday morning’s plenary session.
The NetMan Working Group presented a status report based not on a meeting at this
IETF, but on its activities in the weeks prior to the IETF. Presentation slides from these
reports are contained in Section 6 of these Proceedings. Written reports from these
meetings are in Section 5.

Thursday afternoon contained a very full lineup of technical presentations.

4.3.1 Routing IP Datagrams Through X.25 PD1Ns: Carl-Herb. Rokitansky
(DFVLR)

Carl-Herbert Rokitansky, of the West German Aerospace Research Institute
(DFVLR), discussed the routing problems of the European TCP-IP Internet. It was
surprising to hear the extent to which TCP-IP is developing in Europe. Thirty-six
vendors (including the Deutsche Bundespost!), demonstrated TCP-IP at the Munich
Systems Multinet Show last October, and sixty were expected at the Hanover Computer
Show in April. Someone in the audience speculated that the demand for networking

11



capabilities has arisen from publicity for OSI, but since many OSI products are not yet
available, the market has grown for TCP-IP products instead.

Rokitansky noted that there is no central administration of network numbers
accompanying this growth. Internetting will come, though, so the routing of IP through
the European national PDNs needs to be engineered now. In the U.S. Internet, the
ARPANET/MILNET connects several hundreds of networks, but the situation is
completely different in Europe: the only network which could be used as a backbone to
allow interoperation between the many local area networks in Europe now subscribing to
the DoD TCP/IP protocol suite would be the system of Public Data Networks (PDN). Yet
no algorithms have been developed to dynamically route internet datagrams through X.25
public data networks.

The high cost of X.25 call setup means that hosts within Europe, connected by
PDNs, need to see all the national PDNs together as one network. Hosts reaching the
PDN-connected networks from outside Europe need to see multiple networks, in order to
choose the right Value-Added Network (VAN) Gateway the first time. To let the

national PDNs appear to hosts on them as one network, Rokitansky has defined the
Cluster Mask. The national PDNs should all be assigned a Class B address with the same
bits in the high order byte of the Internet address. Hosts within the cluster apply the
mask 255.0.0.0 to this net address and send datagrams without using a gateway, while
hosts do not apply the mask and compute routes to individual PDNs. It would be
necessary to reserve a block of Class B addresses for the PDN cluster.

Other requirements would include:

¯ Cluster masking software for the intra-cluster hosts.

¯ An address resolution protocol for the intra-cluster hosts to use to map IP
addresses to X.121 PDN addresses.

¯ Cluster software, modified IP source route, modified EGP for the VAN gateways.

¯ No modifications would be required in Internet hosts outside the cluster.

An IETF Working Group will be established to work on the Cluster Mask scheme
and other aspects of Internetting with PDNs. Some of its broader interests include the
ISO-migration of the cluster scheme, research into routing metrics, especially in tune
with PDN costing issues, and support of other IETF routing work.

4.3.2 Internet Multicast: Steve Deering (Stanford)

Steve Deering from Stanford University gave a presentation on multicast addressing
using IP. Interest in this capability stems from packet minimization needs and a more
efficient use of bandwidth in a congested environment. The basic design of IP
multicasting requires a new address class (D) for a destination host group whose members
can reside throughout the Internet, and whose membership is unbounded and dynamic.
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The upper layer protocol must specify the destination host group and a time-to-live value
of at least 1 for internet routing. Upon receipt of this information, IP then engages local
multicast distribution within the subnet to which the source host is directly attached or
sends the packet to a multicast router at a well-known address for distribution to another
network. Multicast routers relay the packet to the destination subnet where final
distribution is made by the local multi caster router. Basic requirements for
implementation for multicasting via IP are multicast ES-IS, multicast IGP, and multicast
EGP.

Section 6 contains a complete set of slides for this presentation. RFC 1054, Host
Extensions for IP Multicasting, is now available from the NIC, and an implementation is
planned for preliminary release to researchers via 4.3 BSD.

4.3.3 TC~P Performance Prototyping and Modelling: Van Jacobson, (LBL)

The first part of Van’s talk described a "little hack" that he and Mike Karels
developed that allows TCP to run at 8 Mbps. Since there were no slides for this part of
the talk, we edited, and are including, an note from Van to the tcp-ip mailing list that
describes the technique.

The paper by Butler Lampson mentioned in the note was published in Operating
Systems Review, volume 17 number 5, October 1983.

The second part of the talk presented an analysis of the effects of random packet
loss on the throughput and the equilibrium window size of slow-start TCP. A lossy net
will reduce the throughput of slow-start TCP since the window is closed in response to
dropped packets. Until the window opens to full size, the throughput of the connection
will be reduced. It is also possible that packet loss could cause the equilibrium window
size to be smaller than the maximum, again reducing throughput.

Van’s analysis showed that packet loss had a minor effect on throughput and that
the equilibrium window size was limited by buffer constraints and not packet loss rate.

Since there were slides for this part of the presentation, it does not suffer from our
editing. Van’s edited note follows.

Van Jacobson and Mike Karels at LBL have developed a TCP that gets 8Mbps
between Sun 3/50s. The throughput ranged from 7Mbps to 9Mbps because the Ethernet
exponential backoff makes throughput very sensitive to the competing traffic distribution
when the connection is using 100~o of the wire bandwidth. The throughput limit seemed
to be the Lance chip on the Sun since the CPU was showing 10-15~ idle time. This
number is suspect and needs to be measured with a microprocessor analyzer but the
interactive response on the machines was pretty good even while they were shoving
1MB/s at each other.

Most of the VMS Vaxen did crash while running throughput tests but this had
nothing to do with Sun’s violating protocols. The problem was that the DECNET
designers failed to use common sense. A 1GB transfer (which finished in 18 minutes)
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caused the VMS 780 to reboot when it was about halfway finished. The crash dump
showed that it had run out of non-paged pool because the DEUNA queue was full of
packets. It seems that whoever did the protocols used a linear backoff on the retransmit
timer. With 20 DECNET routers trying to babble the state of the universe every couple
of minutes, and the Suns keeping the wire warm in the interim, any attempt to access
the ether was going to put a host into serious exponential backoff. Under these
circumstances, a linear transport timer just does not work. There were 25
retransmissions in the outbound queue for every active DECNET connection.

The other Sun workstations were not all that happy about waiting for the wire
either. Every Sun screen in the building was filled with "server not responding"
messages but none of them crashed. Later most of them were shut down to keep ND
traffic off the wire while they searched the upper bound on xfer rate.

Two simultaneous 100MB transfers between 4 3/50s verified that they were gracious
about sharing the wire. The total throughput was 7Mbps, split roughly 60/40. The
tcpdump trace of the two conversations has some holes in it (tcpdump can not quite
achieve a packet/millisecond, steady state) but the trace does not show anything weird
happening.

Quite a bit of the speedup comes from an algorithm that they developed called
"header prediction". The idea is that if you are in the middle of a bulk data transfer
and have just seen a packet, you know what the next packet is going to look like: it will
look just like the current packet with either the sequence number or acknowledgment
number updated (depending on whether you are the sender or receiver). Combining this
with the "Use hints" epigram from Butler Lampson’s classic "Hints for Computer System
Design" you start to think of the tcp state (rcv.nxt, snd.una, etc.) as hints about what
the next packet should look like.

If you arrange those hints so they match the layout of a tcp packet header, it takes
a single 14-byte compare to see if your prediction is correct (3 longword compares to pick
up the send g~ acknowledgment sequence numbers, header length, flags and window, plus
a short compare on the length). If the prediction is correct, theie is a single test on the
length to see if you are the sender or receiver, followed by the appropriate processing.
For example, if the length is non-zero (you are the receiver), checksum and append the
data to the socket buffer, then wake any process sleeping on the buffer. Update rcv.nxt
by the length of this packet (this updates your "prediction" of the next packet). Check
if you can handle another packet the same size as the current one. If not, set one of the
unused flag bits in your header prediction to guarantee that the prediction will fail on
the next packet and force you to go through full protocol processing. Otherwise, you are
finished with this packet. So, the total tcp protocol processing, exclusive of
checksumming, is about 6 compares and an add. The checksumming goes at whatever
the memory bandwidth is so, as long as the effective memory bandwidth at least 4 times
the ethernet bandwidth, checksumming is not a bottleneck. The 8Mbps transfer rates
were attained with checksumming on.
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This same idea can be applied to outgoing tcp packets and most everywhere else in
the protocol stack. In other words, if you are going fast, this packet probably comes from
the same place the last packet came from so 1-behind caches of pcb’s and arp entries are
a big win if you are right and a negligible loss if you are wrong.

As soon as the semester is over, they plan to clean up the code and pass it out to
hardy souls for beta-testing.

The header prediction algorithm evolved during attempts to make a 2400-baud SLIP
dial-up send 4 bytes per character rather than 44. After staring at packet streams for a
while, it became obvious that the receiver could predict everything about the next packet
on a TCP data stream except for the data bytes. Thus all the sender had to ship in the
usual case was one bit that said "yes, your prediction is right" plus the data. There is a
lesson here for high speed, next-generation networks. Research to make slow things go
fast sometimes makes fast things go faster.

,1.3.4 C~ray TCP Performance: Dave Borman (Cray Research)

Dave Borman described a series of improvements to the TCP/IP implementation for
UNICOS that increased the throughput over a HYPERCHANNEL link from the 1-2
Mbps range to over 100 Mbps. These improvements also reduced or eliminated panic,
crashes, and hangs caused by the implementation. He also described the direction of
future work that may raise the throughput to as much as 400 Mbps.

The original code (a port of a Wollongong port of 4.2 BSD) could only attain 1-2
Mbps between machines and 8 Mbps in software loop-back mode. The main problems
were a character oriented checksum which was very slow on the word oriented Cray, a
limited number of buffers (2) in the driver, data copies from/to mbuf chains, and 
compaction of the TCP reassembly queues which caused rapid depletion of mbufs and
lead to panics and crashes. In addition, the HY driver did not perform retries, requiring
packets dropped by the HYPERCHANNEL to be retransmitted by TCP.

To correct these problems, several fixes were developed and installed. A word-
oriented checksum routine with an optimized, assembly language inner loop was written.
The driver code was rewritten to increase the number of buffers and add dynamic buffers
and headers. The mbuf code was rewritten, the TCP reassembly code was fixed, and
retries were added to the HY driver.

The effect of these changes was to increase the throughput between machines to over
60 Mbps with checksumming on and 85 Mbps with checksumming turned off. The
software loop-back speed increased to 118 Mbps. The crashes and panics caused by
running out of mbufs were also eliminated.

There is still substantial room for improvement. The rewritten checksum routine
still takes almost 500 microseconds (which is a lot of time on a Cray) for a 32K packet.
This will be reduced by vectorizing the checksum routine. There are also 296
microseconds (or 70,000 clock ticks on a Cray) unaccounted for in the transfer of a 24K
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block. Future versions of the code will attempt to identify this slack and remove it.
Other enhancements such as TCP window scaling to allow large (Mbyte size) windows 
be sent and Van Jacobson’s header prediction algorithm should also increase
performance, possibly raising throughput as high as 400 MBps.

4.3.5 The DCA Protocol Testing Laboratory: Judy Messing (Unisys)

Judy Messing from UNISYS gave a presentation on the DCA Protocol Certification
Laboratory built by UNISYS. The laboratory was implemented under contract to DCA
(DCEC in Reston, VA) to provide a facility for vendors and contractors to test their DoD
Military Standard protocol implementations. The basic testing criteria for the lab are:

1) To test correctness of MLSTD services implemented.

2) To test correctness of optional services implemented.

3) To test correct handling of erroneous input.

Tests can be executed on a single function and can be executed in a repeatable
manner. In addition, an audit trail of protocol exchanges is provided, and results of all
tests are available.

The Test Facility consists of a reference host that is remotely accessible via DDN by
the testing host. Both hosts must implement a control protocol by which the reference
host initiates and conducts the protocol tests on the remote testing host. A log file of the
test scenario and accompanying results (which are available to the tester) is maintained.

A complete set of slides for the presentation is included in this proceeding and
inquiries about the lab are to be directed to Judy Messing (sdjudym@protolaba.arpa).
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5.0 WORKING GROUP REPORTS

This section gives the reports of the March 1-3 Working Group meetings (some were
previously distributed by electronic mail).

In three cases (MIB, NETMAN, and SNMP), the reports are from meetings that took
place after the March 1-3 plenary.

Reports in this section from the March 1-3 plenary:

¯ Authentication (Reported by St. Johns, DCA)

¯ EGP3 (Reported by Perry, UMD)

¯ Internet Host Requirements (Reported by Braden, ISI)

¯ OSI Technical Issues (Reported by Rose, TWG/Callon, BBN/Hagens, UWisc)

¯ Open SPF-based IGP (Reported by Moy, Proteon)

¯ Open Systems Routing (Reported by Callon, BBN)

¯ Performance and Congestion Control (Reported by Mankin, MITRE)

¯ Short-term Routing (Reported by Hedrick, Rutgers)

Reports in this section from meetings after the March 1-3 plenary:

¯ Internet Management Information Base (MIB) (Reported by Partridge, BBN)

¯ CMIP-based Net Management (NEWMAN) (Reported by LaBarre, MITRE)

¯ SNMP Extensions (Reported by Rose, TWG)

5.1 Authentication

(These notes of the Authentication group meetings at, and after, the March 1-3
IETF were submitted by Capt. Mike St. Johns, DCA.)

Immediately after the SDSC IETF meeting, the "THEM" subgroup of the
Authentication working group met in Menlo Park at the NIC for an afternoon. Present
were Jon Rochlis and Jeff Schiller of MIT, Steve Kent of BBN, and Mike St. Johns of
DCA (DDN Program).
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This was a follow-up meeting to the meeting held at BBN a few weeks previously,
and was originally intended to gather all the people who had missed that meeting
because of snow. What it ended up being was a re-evaluation of how to authenticate
properly various network services.

After much discussion of various approaches, the group consensus gradually centered
on divorcing authentication from access control and key management. The group felt the
approach was reasonable because of work in progress on the ANSI side of the world.

The basic design for authentication would use the DES as the crypto method for
wrapping data, either by checksumming it, or by encrypting the entire package of data.
The two entities that want to be authenticated to each other would share a secret--in
this case a DES key. The problem of how they each get a copy of the key would reside in
a standard network protocol for access control and key distribution. For authentication,
this would be a black box with well defined interfaces. The group believed we should
concentrate on defining those interfaces, defining what portions of data need to be
protected, and what is considered adequate protection for various classes of applications.

Most of the progress in
authentication and access control.
methods.

the ANSI arena centers around certificate-based
This in turn depends on various public-key crypto

5.2 EGP3

(Notes of the March 2 meeting at the San Diego IETF were prepared by Mike Perry,
University of Maryland.)

The EGP3 group met on Wednesday March 2, 1988. The attendees were:

¯ Marianne (Gardner) Lepp (Chair)

¯ Mike Karels

¯ John Moy

¯ Mike Perry

¯ Jeff Schiller

¯ Michael St. Johns

The meeting consisted of a detailed review of the current Idea 9 draft. The bulk of
the time was spent examining the state variables and pseudo code. Some parts of the
document were reorganized and extended to provide addition clarification with respect to
state variable usage and definition. The pseudo code was felt to be both correct and an
important aid in understanding the new database structure of EGP3 vs. EGP2. The
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document will have the above changes made and be resubmitted as a revised IDEA.

5.3 Performance and Congestion Control

(These notes of the Performance and Congestion Control group the March 1-3 IETF
were prepared by Allison Mankin, MITRE.)

The IETF Performance/Congestion working group met in San Diego for the
morning of March 2. Those attending were: Art Berggreen (ACC), Coleman Blake
(MITRE), David Borman (Cray Research), Robb Foster (BEN), Van Jacobson (LBL), 
Karn (Bellcore), John Larson (Xerox PARC), John Lekashman (NASA/GE), Allison
Mankin (MITRE), Keith McCloghrie (Wollongong), K.K. Ramakrishnan (DEC), 
Schofield (DCEC), Aditya Singh (Nynex S&T), Geof Stone (Network Systems Group),
Zaw-Sing Su (SRI), Steve Waldbusser (CMU), Anne Whitaker (MITRE), and Lixia 
(MIT-LCS).

The working group’s agenda is to produce a paper recommending quick fixes for
Internet congestion problems. A quick fix is one which:

1) Improves performance.

2) Can be retrofitted into host or gateway protocol implementations.

3) Allows interoperation with "unfixed" implementations.

In the March 2 meeting, the outline of the paper was developed. Section volunteers
were found or extorted. In addition, Van Jacobson led an extended discussion.

The outline for the paper follows, with indications of who is working on individual
sections. As of June 10, we had a first draft of most of the sections. The group will meet
in Annapolis with the roughly edited first draft of the paper in hand. After that, we
plan work by E-mail and to have an offline meeting to produce the IDEA. The mailing
list for work on the paper is:

ccp ap er @gateway. mi tre. org.

1. Introduction

A. Improved performance in a computer network. (Ramakrishnan, Mankin)

B. Background of this paper’s recommendations. (Mankin)
Trials and implementation experiences that have
given confidence in the fixes to be recommended.

2. Recommended Short-term Fixes for TCP

A. Getting the retransmit timer right. (Blake)
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Timer implementation is extremely important and
is easy to get wrong. The approach taken in the
publicly available Berkeley TCP code will be documented:
algorithms for obtaining an accurate mean and
variance of round trip time, for calculating the
round-trip timeout, and for backing off.

B. Small packet avoidance revisited. (Karn)
Implementing the Nagle algorithm so that
it works even when the peer offers a huge window.

C. The XTCP/CUTE congestion control algorithms. (Schofield)
A specification of the algorithms due to Jain
et al, Van Jacobson and Mike Karels, which have been
implemented in the publicly available Berkeley TCP code.
The goal is to facilitate independent implementations and
procurement specifications of these fixes.

3. Recommended Short-term Fixes for Gateways

A. Random dropping. (Ramakrishnan)
When a gateway must drop packets, dropping the last in
tends not to penalize the ill-behaved connections whose
large windows are responsible for congestion. Random
preemption is simple to implement, requires little overhead,
allows a very timely control of congestion, and is probably
as good at penalizing bad guys as fair preemption.

B. Managing gateway X.25 VCs. (Berggreen)
How to trade off between gateways’ bursty use of large numbers
of VCs and the possible destruction of data when reclaiming a VC.

4. Recommended Short-term Fixes for Higher Layers

A. SMTP message reduction. (Karn)
Useful and safe batching of protocol messages.

B. Line-at-a-time TELNET. (Borman)
Documentation of how to negotiate this within the current
TELNET spec (how Borman’s 4.3BSD TELNET does it), and
with a proposed new TELNET option.

(3. Domain improvements. (Larson)
Quick fixes that improve caching (e.g.), plus an assessment
of the limits of what short-term fixes can do.

5. Further Study or Can’t Recommend
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A. Source quench
Both when to generate it and how to react to it
remain controversial.

B. DEC congestion avoidance (This does not belong under Can’t
Recommend!)
DEC’s feed-forward approach using a bit in the IP header
is probably not be retrofittable to our current network.

C. Fair service
Gateway algorithms that try to enforce equal shares of bandwidth
for all connections will hurt connections that legitimately
need extra shares (e.g. those of mail-relay hosts). This area
requires further study and policy consideration.

D. Selective retransmission
A proposal exists for implementing this with a TCP option,
but further study is needed.

E. Rate-based congestion control
Methods of bandwidth discovery and control
of rate-based protocols are at too early a stage to be
recommended now.

Coordination of this paper with the document being written by the IETF Host
Requirements Group has been undertaken by John Lekashman.

A few further notes on the outline: in general, we defined short term fixes as those
which have high assurance of success. Gateway random dropping algorithms require
more testing; the group decided to recommend them as an approach. We should
probably also write about more stateful gateway algorithms.

5.4 Short-term Routing

(These notes of the Short-Term Routing group from the March 1-3 IETF were
prepared by Charles Hedrick, Rutgers.)

Present were: Charles Hedrick, Guy Almes, Steve Deering, Noel Chiappa, Ross
Veach, Joyce Reynolds, Jon Rochlis, Russ Hobby, Bob Braden, Don Morris, Sergio Heker,
Scott Brim, and Hans-Werner Braun.

First, we reviewed the problems noted at the previous meeting, to see what has been
accomplished:

¯ Problems with ACC DDN X.25 connections - Traffic from NSFnet to the Arpanet was
going through a few gateways. Many of these gateways used VAXes with ACC’s X.25
board. This board (or its device driver) has a limit to the number of X.25 virtual
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connections, and that limit was being exceeded. Apparently a fix is now known and
in testing, but is not yet in the field. However the problem has largely been avoided
by splitting the load among a larger number of Arpanet gateways, including Maryland
and later Illinois and Rice. Some sites that could handle traffic are still waiting for
I/viP’s to come up. JvNC has been waiting over a year.

¯ Wrong gateways advertising NSFnet networks into the Arpanet via EGP - A number
of network managers want to be able to control which gateways advertise their
networks. There was a suspicion that inappropriate gateways (i.e. those with slow-
speed links) were advertising. Code has been put into the fuzzballs to allow control
over this. Reports were mixed on what the results were. Apparently the code was
tried and works, but there are indications that NSFnet performance as a whole suffers
drastically when the controls are turned on. No details were available, and no one
seemed to know the current state of this knob.

¯ RIP Routing Information Protocol) hop counts greater than 16 - This has largely been
solved, by a combination of things. This includes metric reconstitution at AS
boundaries and some interesting tricks. We have been moving slowly to an AS-style
routing strategy. Backdoors are tending to be closed down, to prevent routing loops. I
get the impression that routing changes are being done on an ad hoc basis by each
regional, rather than in some overall planned way, but that progress is being made.
One interesting discovery is that one can route a network with diameter 31 using RIP.
The trick is to have a gateway in the middle of the network advertise itself as a
default route. If a packet needs to get from one end of the network to the other, it
starts out at a point where the destination is > 16 and so is not visible. The default
route, however, is visible, and the packet starts going through the network in the
direction of the default. By the time the packet gets half-way across the network, it
comes to the gateways that can see the final destination, and begins to be routed
correctly. In summary, reports suggest that some routing instabilities remain, but that
this is no longer a serious problem (at least not in comparison with the new problems).

Now we come to the new problems. There are really only two new problems: serious
performance problems with the existing NSFnet backbone and uncertainties in staging
the transition to the new backbone.

¯ Performance problems with the existing backbone - Several regionals report that routes
from the backbone are flapping in a major way. That is, whole groups of routes will
vanish and come back. At some locations, NSFnet is said to be unusable. From
detailed descriptions of the behavior, most of us concluded that the LSI-11’s have
simply run out of CPU. It is likely that we have reached the capacity of the 56Kb
lines that form the backbone. But the Arpanet has been at capacity for years, and
things just slow down. The current NSFnet status is reported as being more serious,
in that routing breaks down. (Note that I am simply passing on reports from the
regionals here. I have no way to gather data on this myself, and detailed, BBN-style
reports have never been given for NSFnet.) The best guess is that this is simply 
result of traffic increases. We heard of increases like a factor of 4 in some areas. This
should not be a great shock. Within the last couple of months, many networks have
come online, including BARRnet. When you double the number of networks, you
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probably increase the traffic by a factor of 4. Suppose we have two groups of
networks, A and B. Previously only traffic from A to A could be handled. Now we can
get traffic from AtoA, A toB, BtoA, and B toB. If we have reached the limits of
the fuzzballs, the obvious solution is to use something more powerful. The problem is
that we are about to replace the backbone completely, so it is not clear whether there
is enough time left for this to make sense. However if there is, two different vendors
are willing to lend us 68000-based gateways to use in place of the fuzzballs (either all of
the fuzzballs or a subset of them that are carrying the heaviest load--the details are
open for negotiation).

¯ Transition issues - The contract for the existing NSFnet backbone expires at the end
of March 88. Apparently the contract for the new backbone does not require interim
support of the existing configuration, or at least is not unambiguous in doing so. The
official cutover date is July 1, but many people are inclined to think that full
production is going to be a few months later than that. So in principle, we could be
without a backbone for 4 to 8 months. Nobody really believes this is going to happen,
but there are reportedly many vigorous negotiations occurring among various groups
within NSF and its contractors. Even if a solution is reached, the uncertainties affect
the network badly, because they prevent us from being able to choose an approach to
the current performance problems. We don’t know whether the network after April
will use the existing 56K lines, new lines from MCI, or whether we will fall back on
some kludge cobbled up out of back-door lines. So it is impossible to do any serious
planning. We identified several feasible approaches for the interim:

Get somebody to pay to continue the existing configuration. At that point, we still
have to deal with the current performance problems. If we know this is going to be
the alternative, we should examine the vendor offers to loan us new gateways.

Use the existing gateways, but using the new lines. The MCI lines are multiplexed,
so it would in principle be possible to arrange a 56K network equivalent to the
existing one. This would still leave enough bandwidth to test the new equipment.
The best estimate is that the equipment needed to do this would be in place by May
1, so it would still be necessary to continue funding the existing lines for at least an
additional month. This still leaves the performance problems with the fuzzballs,
though faster lines might reduce the demands on the gateways and buy us enough
additional time to survive.

If all else fails, the regionals are going to have to find ways to rebuild the NSFnet
connectivity using lines other than the backbone. We identified connections to all
of the regionals, mostly back doors, USAN, etc. It is clear that if all else fails,
attempts will be made to use these lines. However it is likely that the results will be
somewhere between unpleasant and disastrous. These lines are already being used
for traffic, so the existing backbone traffic would not fit on them. And current
routing technology would not be able to handle them. The routing chaos from last
time was solved largely by simplifying routes through use of the backbone. It is
likely that people would resort to fixed routes, and might handle only high-priority
customers. Of course priorities would likely vary from site to site, with the obvious
result.
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In my view, the most prudent approach is to do some experiments immediately. See
if we can find some places where the MCI equipment is ready, and try running an inter-
fuzzball connection over one such line. Try a slightly higher speed than 56K, and see if
it helps the fuzzball’s performance. Try replacing one fuzzball with a commercial router
to see how much trouble we run into with incompatibility, the primary decisions,
however, involve money and politics, and there is not much this group can do about that.
I will make sure that the people involved in those decisions get a copy of this report and
probably some additional, more focused, recommendations.

There was a brief discussion of the scenarios that regionals will see with the new
backbone. The IBM routers will use EGP to the regionals. Most regionals will end up
talking EGP to both the NSFnet backbone and the Arpanet. They will probably have to
leak routes that they get from the NSFnet backbone into their internal IGP. Regional
network managers should examine their network configurations to see how they would set
this up. They should make sure that vendors are alerted to any new capabilities that
may be needed. The IBM routers will ignore metric information they get from regionals.
They will use EGP only for reachability. Each end network will register with the
backbone, and will declare primary, secondary, and tertiary interfaces. (That is, Rutgers
might tell the backbone that 128.6 will normally come to the backbone via JvNC, but if
that is down, could come via NYsernet.) The backbone will replace the metric they hear
from the regional with the metric from their database, and will ignore reachability from
any regional that is not listed as one of the authorized interfaces for that network. The
hope is that this will tend to make the system less vulnerable to routing loops and other
unexpected behavior.

Another issue: RIP continues to hang around my neck like the fabled albatross. We
convoked a brief meeting of the RIP subcommittee to answer a question posed by a
NYSERnet member to Proteon. Present at the meeting were Hedrick, John Moy, and
Mike Karels. The question was: Proteon routers support static routes. They pass these
routes on to other gateways via RIP. they do not, however, send the static route out the
interface to which the static route points, because of split horizon. A user complained
that he wanted static routes to be advertised out all interfaces. The subcommittee
concluded:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Static routes are really a form of lying. While there are often good reasons to lie in
complex networks, the RIP specifications were not intended to specify the details of
the features that vendors may choose to support for such purposes.

There were probably better ways to solve this user’s problems than what he requested.

In any case advertising static routes out the interface they pointed to was likely to
result in routing loops, and so Proteon was wise in enforcing split horizon.

We saw no objection to Proteon providing an option to disable split horizon in such
cases, should they wish to do so. However we strongly suggest that any such option
should default to off, and that appropriate warnings should be placed in the
documentation.
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5.5 Open Routing

(These notes of the Open Routing group from the March 1-3 IETF were prepared by
Ross Callon, BBN.)

The Open Routing Working Group met on Monday February 29th, the day before
the full IETF meeting started. We also met for a half day on Tuesday March 1. Ross
Callon acted as chair in the absence of Bob Hinden, who was unable to attend.

The first day was a general discussion about how we might do inter-autonomous
system routing. Marianne (Gardner) Lepp started with a strawman architecture protocol
approach. This was discussed and modified in real time. Two possible approaches
emerged, which are not necessarily mutually exclusive. We also had a discussion of
addressing issues.

Pat Clark handed out a brief description of DGP on Monday. We then had a "for
information only" discussion of DGP on Tuesday morning. This was very useful in
giving a better understanding of what DGP does and how it operates. We did not
attempt to evaluate the applicability or feasibility of the protocol at this time.
Separating the task of group discussion towards improved understanding of the protocol
from evalation of the protocol was felt useful in maximizing the effectiveness of the
meeting.

Tuesday afternoon we had an open meeting to allow IETF as a whole to comment
on IDEA007, "Requirements for Inter-Autonomous Systems Routing" There were no
major changes required, but a number of minor improvements and clarifications were
discussed. These comments will be combined with others received (particularly from
ANSI X3S3.3) to guide future revision of IDEA007.

5.1} Open SPF IGP

(These notes of the Open SPF IGP (OIGP) group from the March 1-3 IETF were
prepared by John Moy, Proteon)

The IETF OIGP working group met in San Diego on March 2. The morning
session was an open meeting to solicit comments on IDEA 005. The room was
crowded, with about 40 people. The afternoon session was a working meeting to
discuss details in the design of the OIGP. The afternoon session was attended by: Milo
Medin, Mike Karels, Paul Tsuchiya, Phil Almquist, Louis Mamakos, K. K.
Ramankrishnan, Mike Perry and John Moy.

1. The morning session

The first comment was that the organization of IDEA 005 is poor. General design
guidelines are mixed in with the requirements. It was also noted that the requirements
seemed to be written with the specific solution already in mind. This is a valid
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comment. To rectify this, IDEA 005 will be split into 2 documents: a requirements
document and the protocol design document (specification).

A related comment was that there are other routing technologies (other than SPF)
that can also solve the problems that the OIGP is trying to solve. The technologies
mentioned specifically were Ford-based algorithms and Landmark routing. The chair
(Mike Petry) pointed out that the OIGP group was formed with the idea of developing
an SPF based protocol, and that there is room in the Internet architecture for several
IGPs. It is assumed that there will not be a single standard IGP for the Internet. The
suggestion was made to change the name of the group to OSPFIGP (for Open SPF-based
IGP).

A number of people then asked "why not just implement DEC’s IS-IS proposal?"
The response of the chair was that we saw a number of problems with the DEC proposal
that we attempted to enumerate in IDEA 005, and that also we thought that the
differences between the IP and ISO architecture would force the two protocols to be
distinct. For example, IP subnetting will be fully integrated into the OIGP. It is however
assumed that there will be a large common base of ideas between the DEC IS-IS and the
OIGP. John Moy promised to write a separate document detailing the problems we see
in the DEC IS-IS.

There was some confusion on how the OIGP would operate in the presence of
external routing information. This part of IDEA 005 needs to be rewritten including the
following requirements:

Link state information will be advertised separately from externally derived
routing information. This externally derived information may be advertised by
any border gateway. One should think of this external information as being
configured in the border gateways. The metrics describing the external routes
are not comparable to the link state metric.

When a router then calculates its routing table, it does the SPF calculation on
its link state database. This will calculate the shortest (internal) distance to each
of the networks, subnets, and gateways present in the AS. Then, for those
networks still not reachable, the external routing information is examined. For
these networks, the gateway is found that advertises the shortest external route,
and the route to that gateway is installed as the path to the network. When
multiple gateways advertise the same shortest route, the gateway is chosen that
is closest via link state information.

The reason for this method is that we do not want to be forced into comparing
external and internal metrics. It is also assumed that it will usually be desirable
to route within the AS as much as possible.

At this meeting we added a new external metric type, that would work like the
internal metric. External routes using this new metric type will be considered
first after the link state information is processed. In this case the border
gateway will be chosen whose combined internal and external distance is shortest.
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Many people were unhappy with the dimensionless link state metric. This is an
area that needs more thought. The possibility was mentioned that we could get some
help from the Open Routing group in this area.

Finally, some people were concerned that the OIGP is not trying to support the
complicated topologies that we are seeing in NSF land. The OIGP is staying with the
model where all gateways in an AS speak the same IGP. Some of the hard problems are
being left to EGPs replacement (the protocol connecting the AS’s) to solve.

Other comments included:

The proposed link state graph takes only metrics on the outbound of interfaces
into account. Maybe the input side should also have a metric associated to it
(Scott Brim).

¯ Low-speed serial lines (down to 9600 baud) are not going away in the near
future and should be supported (Chuck Hedrick).

¯ Nagel wrote a paper on a better way to distribute routing information than
flooding. We should look at it (Ron Natalie).

2. Afternoon session

The afternoon began with the creation of a mission statement. We ended with the
following:

Our goal is the design and development of a multi-vendor SPF IGP. We plan to
take ideas from the existing SPF technology, such as the BBN work and the DEC
IS-IS proposal.

A short list of requirements for the IGP includes: stability of the protocol in a
large, heterogeneous system, TOS support, authentication of participants, and a
precise specification of how the protocol will react with parts of the IP
architecture such as subnetted networks and the presence of externally derived
routing information. We realize that the requirements can probably be met by
routing technology other than SPF.

We now have an IDEA that discusses requirements and general design issues.
We hope to have a preliminary protocol specification by the next meeting, with
trial implementations in the summer.

We then discussed alternatives to the designated router of the DEC IS-IS scheme.
The designated router performs two functions: it allows dead gateways to be detected
quickly, and it ensures that the gateways connected in the link state graph can actually
talk to each other. The obvious alternative is for a gateway to advertise its list of
neighbors in the link state packets along with its interface state. This was rejected
because of the increased size of link state packets and SPF database, along with the
increased SPF processing time, that this would involve.
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We could not think of any alternative to the designated router. We did list some
good reasons not to have one:

¯ It would be nice not to have to perform the election algorithm needed to select
the designated router for each LAN.

¯ Proper operation of the designated router is required for any gateway on that
LAN to use the LAN for thru traffic, regardless of whether or not the designated
router itself was the next hop.

The following things were also discussed briefly:

¯ Requirements for authentication. More work needs to be done here.

¯ Physical multicast should be used on networks that support it, instead of
broadcast.

When supporting unnumbered serial lines, the possibility exists for a gateway
having no IP addresses assigned to its interfaces. Such a gateway will need to
be assigned an OIGP identifier in order to participate in the protocol.

¯ Host routes should be fully supported by the OIGP. They should not be
condensed into network-level routes at subnet boundaries.

3. Goals for next meeting

The goal is to produce three documents by the next meeting: a revision of IDEA
005 that contains only requirements, a document detailing the questions we have
concerning the DEC ANSI proposal, and the OIGP protocol specification.

5.7 Host Requirements

(These notes, and update, of the Host Requirements group from the March 1-3
IETF were prepared by Bob Braden, ISI)

This working group is tasked with writing an RFC documenting the requirements
for an Internet host, paralleling RFC-1009 on gateway requirements.

1. The writing assignments handed out at the San Diego IETF meeting have mostly
been carried out, and the results have been assembled into an RFC draft by the
editor. Major text contributions came from Noel Chiappa, Craig Partridge, Paul
Mockapetris, John Lekashman, and James Van Bokkelen. A number of other
committee members have contributed substantial editorial input, especially Steve
Deering, Phil Karn, Keith McCloghrie, and Mark Lottor.
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2. As editor, Bob Braden has been devoting a significant amount of time to smashing the
contributed text together into a consistent format and organization, and tightening
up the wording when necessary.

3. The group held a one day meeting to discuss the draft, using the ISI/BBN packet-
video teleconference setup. We are immensely grateful to Steve Casner at ISI and his
peers at BBN for the work they put into this. A total of 13 people participated at the
two ends. John Lekashman served as meeting secretary.

4. The group intends to meet at the Annapolis IETF meeting. After that meeting, we
hope that the results will be in good enough shape to receive public exposure as an
IDEA.

The draft document has grown to 80+ pages in length. It is generally organized in
accordance with the layers of the Internet protocol stack. Specifically, the current outline
is as follows:

1. Introduction

2. Link Layer (this is small, mostly points to RFC-1009)

3. IP Layer (IP and ICMP)

4. Transport Layer (TCP and UDP)

5. Application Layer (SMTP, FTP, TFTP, and Telnet)

6. Support Programs (Network Management, Booting)

7. Appendix: Checklists

5.8 ISO Technical Issues

The ISO Working Group met for the first time at the March 1-3 IETF. The Chair is
Marshall Rose (TWG). These notes were compiled by Phill Gross (MITRE) 
submissions by Rob Hagens (UWisc), Ross Callon (BBN), and Marshall Rose.

A focus of discussion for this meeting was the DoD/OSI addressing structure
proposed by Ross Callon in IDEA 003. This is important for at least two reasons: the
DoD OSI planning will very likely use the addressing format specified by this group, and
the University of Wisconsin, which is planning to do some collaborative experiments in
sending OSI CLNP datagrams through the DoD/NSF Internet, would also use this
addressing format.

During the Working Group reports on the final day of the IETF, there were two
presentations that covered most of what was discussed in the ISO group. These
presentations were:
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¯ Addressing for the ISO IP in the DoD Internet (Ross Callon, BBN).

¯ The Use of the DARPA/NSF Internet as a Subnetwork for Experimentation with
the OSI Network Layer (Hagens, UWisc.).

In addition, Marshall Rose presented a summary of current efforts within the IETF
CMIP-based Network Management (NETMAN) group. He also gave an overview of his
proposal in IDEA 017 for "ISO Presentation Services on Top of TCP/IP-based
Internets".

The following notes are based on Ross Callon’s summary of the discussions at the
recent ANSI meeting, as well as the IETF meeting.

There has been enough varied discussion of addressing that the basic ideas on which
each of the previous proposals was designed will be summarized below. The specific
proposal that Ross is advocating is near the end of these notes.

The basis for RFC 986 was:

¯ Use the ICD value assigned to DoD Internet.

¯ Encode user protocol field.

¯ Encode current DoD Addresses to make use of current routing and address
assignment.

¯ Allow for a version field, since we know the RFC’s addressing-scheme is not
sufficient for the long term.

¯ This results in a three part field:

- AFI/ICD/version (4 octets, fixed)

- DoD IP address (4 octets)

- User Protocol (1 octet)

¯ All parts of address are in fixed location.

This approach suffers from two serious problems: (1) It is incompatible with the
desire of the EON to experiment with the ANSI routing proposal now; (2) It is very
much temporary, and will clearly become inadequate sometime in approximately the next
5 years or less. When it is time to change it, there will be a large installed base which
will make it very expensive to fix.

The basis for IDEA 003 was:
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¯ Choose an address scheme which can work for a longer time.

¯ Use the ICD value assigned to DoD Internet.

¯ Encode user protocol field.

¯ Encode current DoD Addresses to make use of current routing and address
assignment.

¯ Routing by network number will become infeasible as Internet grows.

¯ AS number is convenient "higher level" address which has already been assigned.

¯ The number of ASs is growing rapidly, so we will probably also need a "higher-
level" area.

¯ These requirements result in a five part field:

- AFI/ICD/version (4 octets, fixed)

- global area (2 octets)

- AS # (2 octets)

- DoD IP address (4 octets)

- Use Protocol (1 octet)

¯ All parts of address are in fixed location.

The basis for Ross’ presentation was:

¯ Address scheme needs to work long term, etc...

¯ Selector field does not have to be identical to DoD IP user protocol field, but is
functionally similar.

¯ Some autonomous systems may want to use different address format internally.
For example EON wants to use DEC/ANSI scheme, and other IGPs may use
current DoD IP addresses.

¯ Therefore use AS specific address for local routing.

¯ These requirements result in a five part field:

- AFI/ICD/version (4 octets, fixed)
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- global area (2 octets)

- AS# (2 octets)

- IGP specific (variable)

- selector (1 octet)

¯ All "Inter-AS" parts of address are in fixed location.

¯ "Intra-AS" parts of address are NOT fixed, depend on AS (only gateways familiar
with a particular AS know how its part of address is parsed).

Issues Raised at IETF:

¯ It would be useful if DoD part of address is always in the same place (This seems
at first to conflict with proposal to have an "IGP specific" part of the address).

¯ It would be useful if some of the lower-level fields (AS # or DoD Address) are
globally unique.

Why should the next higher level thing from "network number" in address be
exactly equal to current AS numbers? We are likely to want to have a single
"routing domain" which consists of what is currently several AS’s.

¯ It would be computationally more efficient if we always padded addresses to 20
octets. This would not increase address lengths by much in any case.

NOTE: The first 4 octets (AFI, ICD, and version) may be used to determine that
the rest of the address is according to our format. The fact that we will in the future
need to interact with Systems using other formats (such as addresses assigned via ANSI
or ECMA) implies that this test will eventually be needed in any case. The next 4 octets
(or the entire first 8 octets, if the first four octets contain a valid value) could be treated
as a flat field identifying the routing domain or autonomous system. Thus the only thing
that that cannot already be treated as a flat field in any case is the DoD address. We will
consider schemes which will allow people to find the DoD address and treat it as flat.

Two other possible address schemes:

(These other possible schemes will use the term "routing domain" instead of "AS
number" in the address. This implies that we will not require that the domains into
which the Internet is divided will be precisely the same as the AS’s currently assigned).

1) Change "AS #" to "Routing Domain" pad to 20 octets, otherwise leave the same.

¯ This padding now makes it a six-part field with a total of 20 octets (variable parts
must add to 11 octets):
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- AFI/ICD/version (4 octets, fixed)

- global area (2 octets)

- routing domain (2 octets)

- padding (variable)

- IGP specific (variable)

- selector (1 octet)

With this scheme, gateways which route ISO IP packets are required to look at the
Routing Domain number (possibly by treating the first 8 octets as a flat number), and
only route according to the IGP part of the address if they are familiar with the routing
domain (i.e., the routing domain is either those gateways or another set of gateways
which they are familiar with by some a priori agreement).

2) Temporarily limit the allowed IGP specific address parts, all of which must include
the DoD address just before the selector. Pad so that DoD part of address is always in
the same place. This is the same as the previous option, except for a temporary
guarantee of where the DoD address can be found. When this guarantee is phased
out, then it will probably be necessary to change the version number.

This would embed the DoD IP 4-octet address in the 6-octet identifier in the
addresses from the ANSI routing scheme. The guarantee that the DoD IP Address is
embedded in this manner would be temporary only, and would be phased out when a new
inter-AS routing scheme is in place.

This results in the same addresses as above, except that the IGP-specific part can be
further subdivided into zero or more octets which are truly IGP specific, plus 4 octets of
DoD IP address.

Ross proposes that we should adopt this approach. The version number should
probably be set initially to 2, on the basis that some implementations may exist that
implement RFC 986 (with version -- 1), but no implementations should exist yet that
implement any other scheme (for example, IDEA003 should not be implemented already).

Other Possible Ideas:

It has been suggested that we encode the length of the part of the address which is
needed to determine the domain in the version number. This would allow current
implementations which only understand early versions of the address to still be able to
route to the destination domain, if they know that the fifth through eighth octets may be
treated as domain number. There are several ways which this can be accomplished:
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(1) We could specify that address versions up through some number (say, version
15) will always use the fifth through eighth octets to specify the domain.

(2) We could use some number of bits (4 to 6) for the version, and some number 
to 4) for the length of domain field.

In any case, gateways in a domain can only route to addresses which they have been
informed of in some way. Thus, when a gateway sends a message to the effect of "I have
a route to addresses beginning with this prefix" the prefix probably includes the version
number, and the length of the prefix is just the length of field needed to specify the
domain or other entity which the route can reach. An approach similar to this will be
necessary in any case when the Internet is connected to other internets (such as private,
or European internets) which use different address structures (not assigned from the DoD
Internet address space). This implies that a priori knowledge that a particular address
version has a known location in which the domain can be found is of only limited
usefulness in the long term.

Following Ross’s presentation at the IETF, Rob Hagens presented an overview of
the Experimental OSI-based Network (EON), which proposes to use the DARPA/NSF
Internet as a subnetwork for experimentation with the OSI network layer. What follows
is a brief overview of an RFC proposed by Robert Hagens and Nancy Hall (from the
Computer Sciences Department at the University of Wisconsin - Madison) and Marshall
Rose (from The Wollongong Group).

Since the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) network layer protocols are in their infancy, both interest in their
development and concern for their potential impact on internetworking are widespread.
This interest has grown substantially with the introduction of the US Government OSI
Profile (GOSIP), which describes the configuration of any OSI product procured by the
US Government in the future. The OSI network layer protocols have not yet received
significant experimentation and testing. The status of the protocols in the OSI network
layer varies from ISO International Standard to "contribution" (not yet a Draft
Proposal). It is critical that thorough testing of the protocols and implementations of the
protocols should take place concurrently with the progression of the protocols to ISO
standards. For this reason, the creation of an environment for experimentation with
these protocols is timely.

Thorough testing of network and transport-layer protocols for internetworking
requires a large, varied, and complex environment. While an implementor of the OSI
protocols may, of course, test an implementation locally, few implementors have the
resources to create a large enough dynamic topology in which to test the protocols and
implementations well.

One way to create such an environment is to implement the OSI network-layer
protocols in the existing routers in an existing internetwork. This solution is likely to be
disruptive due to the immature state of the OSI network-layer protocols and
implementations, coupled with the fact that a large set of routers would have to
implement the OSI network layer in order to do realistic testing.
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The proposed RFC suggests a scenario that will make it easy for implementors to
test with other implementors, exploiting the existing connectivity of the DARPA/NSF
Internet without disturbing existing gateways.

The method suggested is to treat the DARPA/NSF Internet as a subnetwork,
hereinafter called the "IP subnet." This is done by encapsulating OSI connectionless
network-layer protocol (ISO 8473) packets in IP packets, where IP refers to the
DARPA/NSF Internet network-layer protocol, RFC 791. This encapsulation occurs only
with packets travelling over the IP subnet to sites not reachable over a local area
network. The intent is for implementations to use OSI network-layer protocols directly
over links locally, and to use the IP subnet as a link only when necessary to reach a site
that is separated from the source by an IP gateway. While it is true that almost any
system at a participating site may be reachable with IP, it is expected that experimenters
will configure their systems so that a subset of their systems will consider themselves to
be directly connected to the IP subnet for the purpose of testing the OSI network layer
protocols or their implementations. The proposed scheme permits systems to change
their topological relationship to the IP subnet at any time, also to change their behavior
as an end system (ES), intermediate system (IS), or both at any time. This flexibility 
necessary to test the dynamic adaptive properties of the routing exchange protocols.

A variant of this scheme is proposed for implementors who do not have direct access
to the IP layer in their systems. This variation uses the User Datagram Protocol over IP
(UDP/IP) as the subnetwork.

The experiment based on the IP subnet is called EON, an acronym for
"Experimental OSI-based Network" The experiment based on the UDP/IP subnet is
called EON-UDP.

5.0 Internet Management Information Base (MIB)

(These notes of the meeting of 5/9-5/10/88 at Advanced Computing Environments
were prepared by Craig Partridge, BBN)

Attendees:

¯ Greg Satz - Cisco Systems

¯ Karl Auerbach - Epilogue Technology

¯ Jim Robertson - 3COM/Bridge

¯ Phill Gross - MITRE

¯ Marshall T. Rose - The Wollongong Group
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¯ Lawrence Besaw - Hewlett-Packard

¯ Mark Fedor- Nysernet

¯ Jeff Case- Univ. Tennessee

¯ James Davin - Proteon

¯ Unni Warrier- Unisys

¯ Robb Foster- BBN Communications Corporation

¯ Lou Steinberg - IBM

¯ Keith McCloghrie - The Wollongong Group

¯ Lee LaBarre - MITRE

¯ Bent Torp Jensen - Convergent Technologies

¯ Craig Partridge - BBN (Chairman)

As with the last set of minutes, instead of discussing all the issues in detail, I have
chosen to mention the major issues that came up and their resolution. I have also listed
action items.

The entire meeting was devoted to review of the proposed SMI and MIB documents
developed by Marshall Rose and Keith McCloghrie of the Wollongong Group. The SMI
document was in its second reading, having been completely reviewed at the first meeting
in Boston. The MIB document was going through its first complete reading although
some portions had been discussed in Boston.

The first morning was spent reviewing the first half of the MIB document. Our first
action was to revise the list of criteria for inclusion in the MIB developed at the Boston
meeting. The criteria we finally settled on was:

(1) Any object in the MIB should be useful for either fault or configuration
management.

(2) Only weak control variables were permitted, because we felt that the current
generation of management protocols did not have strong enough authentication
mechanisms.

(3) We require evidence that these variables had been used in some networking
system already (i.e. evidence of utility was required).
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The initial MIB could not contain more than approximately 100 objects. This
goal was established to make sure that implementation of the instrumentation
required by initial MIB was not onerous on vendors.

(5) Variables whose value could be derived from others would not be included.

(6) Implementation specific (e.g. BSD UNIX) values would not be included.

A seventh criteria was developed later in the review process:

(7) Keep counting to a minimum in main-line code. In other words, we did not
want to be responsible for notably slowing down implementations by requiring
massive instrumentation in heavily used code.

The review of the MIB document, although slow, went quite well. In general, the
group was able to reach consensus on most objects to include or exclude from the MIB.
In only a few cases was the chairman forced to take a vote. One important contribution
to making the process go faster was Jeff Case’s insistence that we draw flow diagrams of
the various layers on a whiteboard and label where the flows were counted. These
diagrams, promptly dubbed "Case diagrams" proved invaluable for determining where
the important flows were and how best to count them. Entire pages of definitions were
resolved with a few minutes of sketching on the board. One important change in the
MIB document that had effects on the SMI was that we decided not to keep track of the
time of day, but to keep timestamps only in terms of 100ths of a second since the system
was last rebooted.

The afternoon of the first day was taken up reviewing the SMI document from the
last meeting. This was expected to be a short run-through but proved to take the entire
afternoon. Chuck Davin presented a scheme to simplify object naming in the SMI, and
after substantial debate, it was adopted. Some changes were made in the SMI to reflect
the MIB use of timestamps. Lee LaBarre withdrew his proposal from the last meeting to
include thresholds in the initial MIB and so they were left out of the SMI. Furthermore,
members of the group were concerned that we needed to define how the MIB and SMI
were to expand and grow in a backward compatible way -- so the SMI was changed to
include a section defining how the ways they should (and should not) be changed.

For the morning of the second day we returned to the MIB document and actually
finished the review. Again, Case diagrams proved key to finishing it up. Keith
McCloghrie plans to revise the draft and circulate it to the group late next week for
review. Unless there prove to be major disagreements we propose to report this
document to the IETF late this month.

In the afternoon, we sat down with the SMI document we had revised the previous
day (thanks to fast work by Chuck Davin and Marshall Rose) and approved it for release
to the IETF as an IDEA.
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We also developed a schedule for making the documents into RFCs:

The working documents will be released in the next couple of weeks as IETF
IDEAs. Members of the IETF will be given until the last day of the IETF
meeting in June to report comments to Craig Partridge (craig@nnsc.nsf.net).

After the IETF, the Working Group will review the comments received and make
appropriate changes (if any). The revised IDEAs will then be sent to IAB and
Jon Postel as the official reports of the IETF MIB WG by the end of June, with
the request that they be made into RFCs as soon as possible. (Phill Gross reports
that the IAB is in the midst of a debate about how to make documents into
Internet standards. If this looks like it will hinder release of our documents, we
will ask they be released simply labelled as RFCs, otherwise as standards).

Finally, the chairman was given the task of writing up short report listing the
recommendations of the MIB Working Group to the IAB. Beyond recommending that
the SMI and MIB documents be made RFCs, this report will recommend that the IAB:

¯ Create a long-term organization to:

- review proposed management documents

- control the issuance of MIB version numbers

- direct future research

- advise on management protocol transition issues (e.g. SNMP -~ CMIP)

¯ Require that no protocol be approved as an Internet standard without
accompanying recommendations about how the protocol be instrumented for
network management.

No further meetings of the MIB WG are planned unless there is controversy over the
revised MIB document or a need to review IETF comments on the MIB and SMI
documents.

5.10 IETF CMIP-Based Net Management (NET1VIA1N)

(These notes of the meeting of 5/11/88 at Advanced Computing Environments were
prepared by Lee LaBarre, MITRE)

The IETF NETMAN Working Group met the afternoon of May 11 at Advanced
Computing Environments in Mountain View, CA. This meeting was held
subsequent to a two day meeting of the IETF MIB Working Group om May 9-10, and a
meeting of the NETMAN Demo subgroup meeting on the morning of May 11.
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Since the Demo subgroup participants were the same set of people that attended
the NETMAN WG meeting, the discussions often switched context between the long
term NETMAN requirements and the detailed requirements for the Fall demonstration.
Described below are the salient aspects of both meetings that relate to NETMAN as a
whole.

The MIB-WG meeting results were discussed and the intent to use the structure
and identification of the management information (SMI), and the near-term
management information base (MIB) defined by that group was reaffirmed. Lee
LaBarre was tasked to send a liaison statement to the MIB-WG informing them of this
intent.

Structures not in the SMI and parameters not in the near-term MIB will be
defined by NETMAN. For example, thresholds and event structures and additional
TCP and data link (802.3)parameters. After some experience is gained in their use
and their value ascertained, they will be proposed as extensions to the SMI and near-
term MIB.

The structure of the CMIP MgmtInfoId field and its relation to the CMIP
ObjectClass and ObjectInstance fields was discussed at length. A complex structure of
the MgmtInfoId field was proposed to satisfy the requirement that it be possible to
operate on attributes in different objects within a single CMIP PDU. The two options
discussed were a doublet and triplet form as described in the ANSI X3T5.4 contribution
attached to these minutes. It was decided that the triplet form was preferred because of
assumed savings in encoding. The decision of which form to use for the fall demo was
left to Unisys.

Lee LaBarre of MITRE and Amatzia Ben-Artzi of 3-Com/Bridge were tasked to
take the NETMAN requirements and proposed structure of the MgmtInfoId to the
ANSI X3T5.4 meeting of the following week May 16-20. It turns out that the triplet
encoding is also preferred because of ISO compatibility considerations. This will be
discussed in a separate report on the ANSI X3T5.4 meeting.

The need was identified to have a separate SMI document to replace IDEA013
which incorporates the MIB-WG SMI results, NETMAN extensions, and CMIP
protocol specific aspects. This document would be referenced in implementors
agreements. Lee LaBarre agreed to begin the effort.

The next NETMAN meeting is scheduled to coincide with the September IETF
meeting. At that time it is expected that sufficient experience will have been
gained through the demo effort, and sufficient stability will be in the CMIP protocol to
make stable implementors agreements on the ISO based Internet management effort (Is
ISOIME, or IMEISO, a good acronym for the effort?).

The NETMAN Demo subgroup will meet throughout the summer.
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As a follow up on the assigned work items:

1. A distribution list has been established for participants of the fall demo, called
nmdemo88@gateway.mitre.org.

2. The MIB-WG liaison statement has been sent out.

3. The NETMAN requirement for operations on attributes in different objects,
and the MgmtInfoId proposal were taken to ANSI X3TS.4. The results will
be distributed soon in a separate message.

4. The NETMAN SMI document is in progress.

5.11 SNMP Extensions

(These notes of the meeting of 5/12/88 at Advanced Computing Environments were
prepared by Marshall Rose, TWG)

The SNMP Extensions Working Group was formed as a response to RFC1052. The
Chair is Marshall Rose (TWG). The first meeting of the WG was held May 12, 1988 
ACE in Mountain View, CA. Based on the progress of the group, the second day of the
meeting was cancelled.

A new baseline document was introduced along with the draft Internet-standard
SMI and parts of the MIB. The document was then reviewed in detail by the committee
over the entire course of the day. Consensus was reached on a number of issues. The
action items resulting from this meeting are:

¯ A small subset of the working group will incorporate the group’s comments on the
document into the baseline;

This baseline will be sent to the snmp-wg and eventually to be installed as an
IDEA [Note: this has been done as IDEA0011-01, i.e., the first revision of the
previously released SNMP document.]

Members of the working group with SNMP technology currently running will
attempt implementation of the resulting document (only a subset of the MIB will
be supported); and,

At the next IETF, the group will meet again. The comment period on the
document will close. Assuming no implementational difficulties remain, the
document will be submitted as an RFC.
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6.0 PRESENTATION SLIDES

This section contains the slides for the following presentations made at the March
1-3, 1988 IETF meeting:

¯ Report on the New NSFnet (Braun, UMich/Rekhter, IBM)

¯ Status of the Adopt-A-GW Program (Enger, Contel/Gross, MITRE)

¯ BBN Report (Brescia/Lepp, BBN)

¯ Domain Working Group (Lottor, SRI-NIC)

¯ EGP3 Working Group (Lepp, BBN)

¯ Open Systems Internet Operations Center WG (Case, UTK)

¯ Authentication WG (Schoffstall, RPI)

¯ Congestion Control WG (Blake/Mankin, MITRE)

¯ OSI Technical Issues WG (Callon, BBN/Hagens, UWisc/Rose, TWG)

¯ Open Routing WG (Hinden/Callon, BBN)

¯ Host Requirements WG (Braden, ISI)

¯ Routing IP Datagrams through Public X.25 Nets (Rokitansky, DFVLR)

¯ Internet Multicast (Deering, Stanford)

¯ TCP Performance Prototyping and Modelling (Jacobson, LBL)

¯ Cray TCP Performance (Borman, Cray Research)

¯ DCA Protocol Testing Laboratory (Messing, Unisys)
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6.1 Report on the New NSFnet--Itans-Werner Braun, UMieh
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NSF NETWORK

POINT-TO-POINT REQUIREMENTS

NSF
CKT# FROM TO

ANN ARBOR, MI PRINCETON, NJ

2 PRINCETON, NJ ITHACA, NY

ITHACA, NY .. PITTSBURGH, PA

4 PITTSBURGH, PA ANN ARBOR, MI

ANN ARBOR, MI BOULDER, CO

BOULDER, CO SAN DIEGO, CA

SAN DIEGO, CA CHAMPAI GN, IL

CHAMPAI GN, IL PITTSBURGH, PA

SEATTLE, WA~" SAN DIEGO, CA. .

10 PALO ALTO, CA SAN DIEGO, CA

FT. COLLINS, CO BOULDER, CO

12 LINCOLN, NE BOULDER, CO

.13 COLLEGE PARK, MD PRINCETON, NJ

14 HOUSTON, TX PITTSBURGH, PA



TEST NET~VORK REQUIREMENTS

FROM TO

3

4

YORKTOWN, NY

YORKTOWN, NY

ANN ARBOR, MI

ANN ARBOR, MI

RESTON, VA

MILFORD, CT

MILFORD, CT

RESTON, VA

INSTALL TO
DEMARC

INSTALL TO
DEMARC
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6.2 Report on the New NSFnet (Cont.)--Jacob Rekhter, IBM
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NSFNET Work Products
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{~.3 Status of the Adopt-A-GW Program--Bob Enger~ Contel
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6.4 Status of the/kdopt-A_-GW Program (Cont.)--Phill Gross, MITRE
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{~.5 BBN Report--Mike Brescia, BBN
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PANET Geographic Map, 31 January 1988

UTAH
WlSC

PURl

UROCH

3"VNC

COLN~

TEXAS

OPERATIONAL

Nodes TACs
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{~.{~ BBN Repor~ (Cont.)--Marianne (Gardner) Lepp, BBN
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6.7 Domain Working Group--Mark Lottor~ SRI-NIG
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""-"-...,,.;_.~,_-’- Naming,and Addressing Statistic~

Feb t987 Feb 1988

Ird~net Hosts

(¢¢,ludes ARPANET/MILNET)

3,807 5,392

ARPANET/MILNET Hosts 668 1514

AI~P~T~NET TACs 139 170

ARPANET/k41LNET 130 168

170 224

ARPANET/M~LNET Nodes 209 245

Cormected Networks 568 ’824

Domains (top-~ 269 485

Hostmaster ¢x~lime mail 1064 1394

(Size of o.m’e~t host table = 579,7~80 .bytes)



,1)omains and Hosts

~~stered with DDN NIC
27 Feb 88

To,p-level ¢lomains =

2nd-,level.~lomair~s =

32

45.2

Hosts in.COM =

Nosts in .EDU =

Hests in .GO’~/ =

H~sts in .I’.L =

Hosts in .MIL =

Hosts in .NET =

Hosts in .ORG =

Hosts in .UK =

Hosts still in .ARPA =

411

2461

186

1

141

17

2~

9

2538

146 (net 10)

1500 (net 26)

892 (ether nets)





8.8 EGP3 Working Group--Marianne (Gardner) Lepp, BBN
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6.9 Open Systems Internet Operations Center WG--Jeff Case, UTK
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6.10 Authentication WGmMarty Schoffstall, RPI
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6.11 Performance/Congestion Control--Coleman Blake, MITRE
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6.12 OSI Technical Issues WG--Ross Callon, BBN
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6.13 OSI Technical Issues WG (Cont.)--Rob Hagens, UWisc
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Motivation

Goal: Experiment with ISO lower layers

as they progress through the

standardization process

Examples:

o TP4/CLNP

° ES-IS

Experimentation includes:

o Performance tuning

o Interoperability testing



Requirements

"Typical" datagram service:

o possible packet loss

° duplication

o corruption

o re-ordering

o congestion

° variable delay

o etc.

compl,ex topology

heterogeneous subnetworks

multiple paths

varying link and media characteristics

etc.

¯ In short, a national CLNP-based Internet



An 0 bservati o n

Where have we seen this before?

..... the DARPA/NSF Internet

The Internet meets all of the requirements

except one:

It is IP-based rather than CLNP-based



Possible Solutions

Implement the OSI CLNL in Internet

routers

o disruptive

o requires many routers to change

Emulate CLNL packets on top of IP

packets

o non-disruptive

o utilizes entire topology



EON

Experimental OSI-based Network

o treats the DARPA/NSF Internet as a

CLNL subnetwork.
o eg: the IP-subnet

Participating IP-nodes form a logical

ISO subnet.

Several logical ISO subnets may exist

in the DARPA/NSF Internet



Example

Wisconsin
LANs

Encapsulate
CLNL

"Native"
CLNL

TWG
LANs



E 0 N Defi nes

Procedures for encapsulation NPDUs

¯ NSAP address format

¯ NSAP address- > SNPA address mapping

Procedures for wide-area multicasting

¯ Mechanism for dissemination of

topological information



Encapsulation

IP header

IP data

Multicast
Information

CLNL
Packet

IP Packet

Fragmentation
1 UDP



Multicasting

Required by ISO ES-IS, IS-IS

o ,, all end systems"

o ,, all intermediate systems"

Realized by sublayer: SNAcP

o holds table of "core" systems

o unicast: sends to specified destination

o multicast: sends to every "core" system

¯ SNAcP header (4 bytes):

° version

o semantics (unicast, multicast, broadcast)
o checksum



Status

New. Submitted as RFC, not yet published

,.e TWG~ &.Wisconsin expect to begin

participating as soon as NSAP address

format issues are resolved.





{~.14 OSI Technical Issues WG (Cont.)--Marshall Rose, TWG
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6.15 Open Routing WG~mRoss Callon, BB1N
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6.16 Host Requirements WG--Bob Braden, ISI
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8.17 Routing IP Datagrams Through X.25 1Nets--C-It Rokitansky~ DFVLR
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Measurements:
¯ .Client/Server pair

~ Memory to Memory transfer rates

~ Bi-directional

--+ Many options for setting various buffer sizes
* Latest numbers’128k send/receive space, 64K window

Driver MTU Checksum Usertokern Xfer Rate
hsx 24K on 4K
hsx 24K on 24K
hsx 24K off 24K
lo 32K on 4K

62.3 Mbits
67.8 Mbits
85.1 Mbits
118.3 Mbits

Xfer Rate Xfer Size Pkts
sec

per Check-
slim

(usec)

Timei
packet(useI)

118Mbits 32K 451 990
67Mbits 24K 340 734
85Mbits 24K 430 0

1210
2166
2300

Cray Research, Inc.













DNIC

3110

2041

2342

2405

2624

etc.

Public Data Network

TELENET (USA)

DATANET (Nether [ands)

I PSS (U. K o 

TELEPAK (£weden)

DATEX-P (West 6erm~ny)

INTERNET Network Number

191.1

191.2

191.3

191.4

191.5
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6.18 Internet Multicast--Steve Deering, Stanford
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Host Group A-ddresses

A." ¯ net host

B: net host

net host

group addresses are independent of networks

some reserved for permanent groups
(e.g. name server group, gateway group)

rest available for transient groups
(e.g. conferences, distributed computations)



sender transmits as a local multicast

¯ first gateway forwards to gateways on other
member networks (the "network group’)

¯ remote.gateways multicast to their own local
members

.. - ¯¯
¯
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6.19 TCP Performance Prototyping--Van Jacobson, LBL
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What happens to throughput of a vanilla TCP

(no slowstart or congestion avoidance) as the
loss rate goes up?



Say the loss rate is ~. Say the round trip time is .~
and the window size is ~ so the no-loss throughput

.x0 = ~/~. Assume ~ is less the delay-bandwidth
product. Assume ~ << 1 so we can ignore retransmits

of retransmits.

A

Since the bandwidth is
to send those packets

loss rate of p means 1/~ packets between losses.

~/.~, it takes time (1/p)/(~v/}~)
plus 2R, to detect and retrans-

mit the lost packet. Since effective throughput is pack-
ets over time, we get:

x(p) 
(1/p)/(W/R) + 2R

1/(W/R) + 2pR

W 1
R l+2pW

= Xo 1 +2pW



8"0 ~;’0 £’0 ~’0 ZO’O 1~0"0

(|ueoJed) elel:l sso-I

~0"0 LO’O



8"0 9"0

(tuaoJad) a|el:l sso-!

0"0



Window Size



Window Size





Compute one-step window size distribution for start-

ing size of six packets and limit of eight packets

p p p 0 0 0 0
q 0 0 p p O 0
0 q 0 0 0 p p
0 0 q 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 q 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 q 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 q q

-0
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
P
0
0
0
q
0

In general, if A is the transition matrix and s is a

window size distribution vector, the size distribution

n steps in the future is Ans.



If A is regular, i.e., if the rows of A~ become identical
for some r~, then there is an equilibrium distribution

of sizes and any size distribution will eventually turn
into the equilibrium distribution.

Try a numerical experiment with

for a 10% loss rate:
the transition matrix

.1 .1 .1 .

.9 . . .1
¯ .9 ¯ ¯ ¯

09 ¯ ¯

¯ ¯ . 09 ¯

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

.9



Guess that somewhere between 10 and 20 iterations

will be needed to forget the initial conditions. Fire up

Macsyma and compute:

.,4_15 =

.01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

.03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03

.09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09

.09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09 .09

.08 .08 .08 .08 .08 .08 .08

.07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07 .07

.63 .63 .63 .63 .63 .63 .63



Lookslike s = [ 1 3 9
librium distribution. This
be 2 packets 1% of the time,

packets 9%, 6 packets 8%, 7

63%.

9 8 7 63 ] istheequi-
says that window size will

3 packets 3%, 4 and 5

packets 7%, 8 packets

The average window size
cent of time spent at that

sizes’.

must be size times the per-

size, summed over all the

8
~-~i x s~_1 =6
i=2

.9 packets

So we take

cause of the
pare this to

the 10% loss

a 1 - 6.9/8 = 13% throughput hit be-
congestion avoidance algorithm. (Com-
the 38% hit any TCP takes because of

rate.)



Life is simpler if we note

window size distribution,
that if s is the equilibrium

it must be the case that

That is, s must be an eigenvector of _4 with eigen-

value 1.

Remembering that Macsyma has an eigenvector pack-
age, we can solve

a function of # for loss
erage window size just
equilibrium distribution and

for the equilibrium distribution as

any probability p. The av-
then the inner product of the

a vector of sizes.

Computing this for an
average window size,

probability:

8 packet window, we get the

W, as a function of the loss

8 - 30p + 61p2 _ 70p3 + 50p4 _ 21p5 +. 4p6

1 - 3p + 7p2 - 8p3 + 7p4 - 4p5 + p6



I I I
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What if there were no upper limit on the window

size?



Let’s use a more general adjustment rule:

On loss: W~ = dWi_1 (d<l)

On no loss: W~: = W~:_I + ~

We could solve the above as a stochastic difference
equation but let’s try to finesse it. Assume there’s an

equilibrium, W. At equilibrium, the ups must cancel
the downs, if the loss probability is ~, there are p

downs for every 1 -p ups. i.e., (1 -p)/p ups for
each down. For ups and downs to cancel, we must

have

or

W - dW =

1-p

1-p

P

p 1-d



For us, ~ = .5 and ~ = 1 so

R/- = 2

loss rate, no
capacity, the

E.g., if we let XTCP chose its own window

run it over a network with a 1%

tive loss and enormous buffer
size will average 198 packets.

size and
conges-

window



C)

C) ~1

0~’0 ~1.’0 01.’0 ~0"0 0"0
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TCP/IP Performance in the UNICOS Operating System

David A. Borman

Cray Research, Inc.
Networking and Communications

1440 Northland Drive
Mendota Heights, MN 55120

Cray Research, Inc.



Original code:

~Wollongong port of 4.2BSD to System V, ported to
Cray 2 UNICOS OS.

Checksum routine written in C, character oriented.
¯ Driver had 2 5K buffers

--> 1 for outgoing messages.

> 1 for incoming messages.
~ Data was copied to/from mbuf chains.

¯ Mbufs were 1K long, with 4k external data areas.
¯ NSC HYPERchannel was the only medium available.
¯ HY driver on Cray 2 had no retries.

Cray Research, Inc.



Sample CRAY-2 four-processor system configuration

I Front end -
~ Interface

Crapes)

Network adapter



CRAY Y-MP system organization

Programmable
clock (32 bits) 

CPU 1



Problems.̄
¯ .Cray computers are word oriented, any character

pointers are done in software, and thus quit slow.
¯ The system did not deal with running out of mbufs.

(Usually caused a panic or crash)
¯ One busy remote adaptor could cause packets to be

dropped, and tie up the local adaptor.
¯ NSC adaptor had problems with > 4K transfers.

Cray Research, Inc.



Initial Fixes:

Many known fixes to 4.2BSD were applied.
¯ Checksum routine was re-written to be word oriented,

and then the inner loop was hand coded in CAL.

Driver was expaned to have 3 incoming and outgoing
buffers.

¯ Retry code for HY driver was added on Cray 2
¯ Fix code so that running out of mbufs no longer

causes crashes.

¯ Fix TCP reassembly queue to do compaction, to keep
from running out of mbufs.

Cray R~search, Inc.



Later work:
¯ .Mbuf code was rewritten.

~ Array of headers and 1K data areas.

~ 1-1 mapping between headers and data

->. Several mbufs can be linked together to fo~xn
larger contiguous memory segments.

.-~ Allocation/deallocation similar to V7 memory
scheme.

¯ Static buffers in driver were removed, mbufs are now
allocated on the fly.
~ Eliminates copy on input

~ Usually eliminates copy on output.
¯ Buffer headers were still static, hence only 3 input and

3 output packets allowed at any given time.
¯ Added dynamic buffer headers, allows up to 20 pack-

ets per interface to be queued up for output.

Cray Research, Inc.



Current work:

.Using 4.3BSD + Van Jacobson code as base + local
mods.

¯ Mbuf code keeps queues of mbufs of various sizes for
fast allocation/deanocation.

> V7 scheme works ok for small mbufs (4K and
less), but not for large mbufs (16K-64K)

¯ Sockets created by accept() inherit send/recv buffer
sizes from socket that accept is being done on.
~ Only have to reset buffer sizes once.

~ MAXSEG is limited to 50% of receive buffer.

Cray Research, Inc.



Need to do:
¯ Garbage collection of mbufs.

-:-Go through all current active mbufs and truncate
them, fleeing up unused portions.

¯ Possibly eliminate dtom() and rewrite of mbuf code
again.

¯ Have socket layer know about MTU of connection.

Make TCP code biased to send data on mbuf boun-
dries.

¯ Vectorize checksum routine
¯ Make code work with large buffers and large

read/writes.
¯ Add TCP window scaling option

Use .5Mbyte window, 64K MTU

Cray Research, Inc.



HSX transfer rate

.-;, 75 nanosec/word

~ 230 usec/24K block

HSX User to User RTT: 860 usec

Assume 430 usec one way

430 + 230 usec - 660 usec for transfer

2166 - (1210 + 660) = 296 usec (" 70000 clocks)
not yet accounted for.

Cray Research, Inc.



Print screen:
CRAY-2 S/N 1 mendota heights

UNICOS 505064 ~ SECDED errors
<ASCII terminal keys> Esc PrtSc ^Home Alt-1

SCC 4.0.0-8222

09:48:57 Sat Feb 27, 1988

P 3c
S 23 37 00 0 00

1 System console. Transfer
03435600 in$cksum$ox$prog
03436000 in@cksum
03440550 in$cksum$ox$strn
05703240 in$cksum$ox$data
05705360 ipcksum
05706560 tcpcksum
05710320 udpcksum

013322360 in$cksum$obss
# ./mcli -tcp -f -kb 128k snql-hsxl 200
~ransfer: 200*24576 bytes from

Real System User
write 0.5730 0.2942 (51.3%) 0.0049

read 0.5870 0.1694 (28.9%) 0.0160
r/w 1.1600 0.4635 (40.0%) 0.0208
72: 196 14568: 1 22488:

24576: 197

file: file

24k
to snql-hsxl

Kbyte
(0.8%) 8376.96
(2.7%) 8177.17
(1.8%) 8275.86
1 22560: 1

Mbit (K^2) mbit (I+E6)
65.445 68.624
63.884 66.987
64.655 67.796

Print screen:
2RAY-2 S/N 1 mendota heights

JNICOS 505064 SECDED errors
<ASCII terminal keys> Esc PrtSc ^Home Alt-1

P 3c
~ 23 37 O0 0 O0

1 System console. Transfer file:
013322360 in$cksum$obss

# ./mcli -tcp -f -kb 128k snql-hsxl 200
Pransfer: 200*24576 bytes from

Real System User
write 0.5730 0.2942 (51.3%) 0.0049

read 0.5870 0.1694 (28.9%) 0.0160
r/w 1.1600 0.4635 (40.0%) 0.0208
72: 196 14568: 1 22488:

24576: 197

file

# ./mcli -tcp -f -kb 128k snql-hsxl 200 24k
Transfer: 200*24576 bytes from to snql-hsxl

Real System User Kbyte
write 0.4520 0.1756 (38.9%) 0.0071 (1.6%) 10619.47

read 0.4720 0.1509 (32.0%) 0.0162 (3.4%) 10169.49
r/w 0.9240 0.3265 (35.3%) 0.0232 (2.5%) 10389.61
72 : 198 10320: 1 24576: 199

#

09:49:44

SCC 4.0.0-8222

Sat Feb 27, 1988

Mbit(K^2)
82.965
79.449
81.169

mbit (I+E6)
86.995
83.308
85.112



rint screen:
RAY-2 S/N 1 mendota heights

NICOS 505064 SECDED errors
ASCII terminal keys> Esc PrtSc ^Home Alt-i 18:05:45

SCC 4.0.0-8222

Fri Feb 26, 1988

3c
23 37 00 0 00

System console.
r/w 0.7360

49152: i00
./mcli -tcp -f

ransfer: 100,655
Real

0.4610
0.4720
0.9330

i00
-tcp -f

write
read

r/w
65536:

./mcli
ransfer:

write
read

r/w
31072:

Transfer file:
0.1372 (18.6%) 0.0030

-kb 128k localhost i00
36 bytes from
System User
0.1142 (24.8%) 0.0014
0.0467 (9.9%) 0.0017
0.1609 (17.2%) 0.0031

-kb 256k localhost 200
200*131072 bytes from

Real System
1.7730 0.3785 (21.3%)
1.7730 0.1533 (8.6%)
3.5460 0.5319 (15.0%)

2O0

file
(0.4%) 13043.48 101.902

64k
to localhost

Kbyte
(0.3%) 13882.86
(0.4%) 13559.32
(0.3%) 13719.19

Mbit (K^2)
108.460
105.932
107.181

128k
to localhost

User Kbyte Mbit(K^2)
0.0029 (0.2%) 14438.80 112.803
0.0034 (0.2%) 14438.80 112.803
0.0063 (0.2%) 14438.80 112.803

106.852

tobit (I+E6)
113.728
111.078
112.388

tobit (I+E6)
118.283
118.283
118.283

Print screen:
RAY-2 S/N 1 mendota heights SCC 4.0.0-8222

NICOS 505064 SECDED errors
ASCII terminal keys> Esc PrtSc ^Home Alt-i

09:43:52 Sat Feb 27, 1988

4a
23 37 00 0 00

System console.
./netstat -i

ame Mtu Network
,y0* 4144 none
oyl* 4144 none
~e2* 16432 none
~e3* 16432 none
.sx4 24688 i01
~sx5 24688 i01
.o0 32808 loopback
: ./mcli
’ransfer:

write
read

r/w
72:

Transfer file: file

Address Ipkts Ierrs Opkts
none 0 0 0
none 0 0 0
none 0 0 0
none 0 0 0
snql-hsx 204 0 202
snql-hsx2 202 0 204
localhost 7987 0 7987

-tcp -f -kb 128k snql-hsxl 200 24k
200*24576 bytes from to snql-hsxl

Real System User Kbyte
0.6320 0.3679 (58.2%) 0.0034 (0.5%) 7594.94
0.6510 0.1910 (29.3%) 0.0162 (2.5%) 7373.27
1.2830 0.5589 (43.6%) 0.0196 (1.5%) 7482.46

197 15648: 1 19320: 1 24576: 198

Oerrs
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0

Collis
0
0
0
0

Mbit (K^2) mbit (I+E6)
59.335 62.218
57.604 60.402
58.457 61.296
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